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Greek Symbolism: the quest of its European identity. The representation of a movement in the Hellenic art.
Maria Aivalioti, Art Historian, Independent scholar
The period of the Greek Symbolism extends from the end of XIX century till 1930. It is significant that, in the Hellenic
area, the Symbolism took the responsibility upon itself to express the mental depression and the intellectual concern of
a whole generation. During the period of the movement’s blossoming, Greek art was seeking its identity and mostly its
place in the European artistic field. The followers of the movement, having their education in the European artistic
centres, Paris and Munich, tried to follow the symbolist demands, concerning the thematic and the stylistic expression
as well, but also the envisioned to attribute a Hellenic physiognomy to this first international movement in history of
art. The goal of this paper is to detect and demonstrate the particularity of the Greek symbolism, its role in the sociopolitical field and how the Greek artists attempted to answer, through their paintings, the crucial question,
‘‘Modernism or Tradition’’ which haunted the art of their country by assigning to Symbolist subjects a double identity.

Greek Symbolism constitutes an aspect of the Greek art, forgotten or even misunderstood that neither had a
keen interest and reception nor was there a systematic and intense study in spite of the invention and the
introduction of the term “symbolism” by a Greek poet, settled in Paris, Jean Moreas, alias Ioannis
Papadiamantopoulosi. The confusion and then the denial of the reception of the Symbolist works and moreover
the historians of art and the art critics’ opinions, who claimed that Symbolism “shouldn’t be considered as one
of the important movements of the XIX century but as a temporary adventure”, contributed to the delay of its
studyii.

The Birth of the Greek State
The political and social conditions of the formation and the perception of the
Greek Art.
The Greek art has followed a controversial and difficult path which, due to historical conditions, could not be
in parallel course with the European artistic tendencies. The theocratic character proclaimed by the Byzantine
art, constituted a significant obstacle. Furthermore, the Turkish occupation moved Greece away from the
cultural western centres and art was devoid of a clear and autonomic artistic physiognomy.
Until the Greek Revolution in 1821, the only surviving art was the popular one, mostly ornamental, destined
to decorate the houses and religious art, which was intended to be used as iconography in churches. It was only
in 1827 that Greece became an independent country and in 1833, Othon, a Bavarian prince imposed himself as
the first king of the Greek State. The king’s election to rule the new born nation was commissioned by the
foreign countries and not by the people who, after all these years of occupation, were unable to decide for their
own futureiii. Othon’s arrival (a great philhellene and an ardent admirer of Ancient Greece) contributed to the
foundation of the “School of Arts”, where foreign professors, mostly Bavarians, promoted the spirit of
Neoclassicism and the idealistic exaltation of ancient art and philosophy. These two historical events formed the
two principal points in the question of the creation of a national art which would be capable of interpreting the
history of a nation and reinforcing the modern present time. Moreover, it would be able to become equivalent to
the rhythms of the European societies, since the accession to Europe was a peremptory demandiv.
On the one hand, as far as the social level is concerned, the development of a new middle class, whose
ambition to embrace the European tendencies went through the crossroads of art, contributed to the birth of an
art which searched its origins and its physiognomy in the occidental art, entrusting thus artists to follow the
spirit of that period of time and to form the Greek art, lending a European identity to it. On the other hand, as far
as the political level is concerned, the later shifting of the interest from the independence of the country to an
expansionist state led it up to a series of perpetual warsv, which started with the one of 1897. The defeat of the
war in 1897 made the country concede important economic benefits and privileges conquered during the
Revolution of 1821. Then, due to the Balkan wars and the 1st World War, these expansionist and nationalist
ambitions reached their zenith along with the collapse of the Great Idea mentality during the catastrophe of Asia
Minor, in 1922. That imperialistic course and the rise of a new social class, including the refugees from Asia
Minor who brought their own customs, constituted the core of the Contemporary Greek history during the

blossoming of the Greek Symbolismvi, which “took the responsibility to express the mental depression and the
intellectual anxieties of a difficult and bitter generation”vii.

The Greek Symbolism
Its origins
Due to the peculiar political and social conditions, mentioned above, we should not ignore the fact that the
development and flourishing of the Greek art was depended on the external influences and on the socio-political
conditions occurred in the Greek society. The general belated conception of the “avant-garde” movements in the
Greek artistic environment has been applied to the symbolism as well, which appeared at the end of the XIX
century and at the outset of the XX one. It dominated until till the 1930’s and even longer, according to some
isolated cases of artistsviii and influenced some of the most prominent artists of the XX century.
The year 1892 was considered as the one of the “birth” of the Greek Symbolism due to the publication of the
poem “Symphonies” by Stefanos Stefanou and one titled “The eyes of my soul” by Kostis Palamas. The
following year, Ioannis Griparis published in Constantinople the first essays in the Greek language which
referred to the French symbolism. Concerning the artistic scene,, 1898 was the determinative year when the
review Τέχνη (Techni meaning Art) was published. This short-life review exalted both the message of the
movement and introduced the Greek public into the works of selected European Symbolists artists. Constantinos
Chatzopoulos, its editor, affirmed his ambition to initiate readers into works which perfectly corresponded to the
state of their soulix. Despite the ephemeral edition of the review (November 1898-October 1899), in its pages,
appeared the first translation of Mallarmé, Maeterlinck, Strindberg, Nietzsche’s works, as well as the
reproductions of Bucklin's, Klinger's, Franz von Stuck's, Pierre Puvis de Chavannes', Burne-Jones’ paintings.
They were accompanied by enthusiastic critiques which actually indicated the mentalityx and the taste of the
public and determined the artists’ formationxi. At the end of the XIX century and at the dawn of the XX, the
Greek public formed its artistic preference through the translation of specific literary works, the critiques which
appeared in the review magazines, as well as the illustrated books. The exhibitions taking place in public places
such as cafes, libraries and in photographers’ studios didn’t constitute such a frequent event in Athend, the
capital city, which was the core of cultural lifexii.

The iconography
In Fine Arts, the Greek Symbolism, transformed to various forms all focused in an idealistic representation, an
eternal quest of the Greek artists, differs from the decadent or even “demonic” character of the corresponding
European movement. It praises the state of melancholy, dream, eternal love, sacrifice, death or salvation
corresponding to the conservative idiosyncrasy of the Greek society that the religious element was extremely
vivid and presentxiii. Greek symbolist artists drew inspiration on mythology (focusing preferably on the myth of
Orpheus and on legends about Centaurs, Pan et Satyr), on Christianity (the theme of Annunciation, the Christ’s
Passion), on contemporary national history and on illusionistic states (dream, death). Despite its idiomorphic
identity, the adepts of the movement, received their education in European artistic centres, incorporated in their
paintings the echoes of symbolist demands and as we can observe they were inspired by the work of particular
adepts of the movement .

Nikolaos Gyzis: The idealistic vision and the research for catharsis
Nikolaos Gyzis (1842-1901)xiv, proclaimed as the first Greek symbolist painterxv, gave us, even at the end of
his life, some astonishing works, inspired by the symbolist ideas. These compositions, based on religion, on
revival force of music, which enters in parallel with Maurice Denis paintings and with the theory about the
spiritual role of music, and on modern history of his birth country, testified the genius and the sensitivity of their
creator and introduced Gyzis to the symbolist circles.
The representation of the angel, an emblem which haunts its thematic, reveals his mystical universe. As the
painter’s mystic or even existential anxieties were very acute in the latest years of his lifexvi, these were
especially apparent in his work where the angel’s figure appeared. The Triumph of Religion or The Foundation
of Faith (1894-1895), where the Archangel’s figure, is imposed, constitutes the example par excellence. For this
theme, although it was never completed or exhibited in his final form, Gyzis liberated himself and outlined an

angel far away from the oriented norms of his faith or his religious education. The Archangel is presented
through the figure of a young, nude, muscular man, synonym of force, that reminds us the nude Archangel of
Franz von Stuck in the Guardian of Paradise (1889, Munich, Villa Stuck) and the angelic imposing figure of
The Expulsion from Paradise (1891). The work of the German artist constituted the source of inspiration for
Gyzis granted that both painters exhibited their works in the same city and they taught at the Academy of
Munich. In all studies, around this theme, the Archangel, deliberated from Christian education that painter had
received, is a triumphal figure expressing the artist’s anxieties about life and death and incarnating the attempt
to reconcile with his destiny. Under the same existential core, Gustave Moreau, in his painting of 1890, named
The Parca and the Angel of Death (Paris, Musée Gustave Moreau), represented the angel of death as the one
with a wreath on his head, holding a sword, expressing his affliction about his partner’s death. According to
Moreau, the angel of death, a triumphant winner angel, indicates the domination of death over human destiny.
The subject of fight remains a favourite one among symbolists who used the angel’s figure in order to express
the combat and the final victory of “Good”, of the spirit, of the artist himself against “Evil”, against flesh,
against society, like, among others, Gauguin in the Vision of sermon (1888, Edinburg, National Gallery of
Scotland), like Khnopff in the With Verhaeren, an angel (1889, Brussels, Villa Khnopff). Moreover, Gyzis’s
ultimate painting Behold, the Bridegroome Cometh enters to a mystical and even stylistic dialogue with
Moreau’s The dead lyres (1896) and James Ensor’s Christ’s Entry Into Brussels (1897).
His centaurs and putti remind us of the world of Arnold Böcklin and Franz von Stuck. But, the most
significant is that the representation of Minerva destined to decorate the University of Athens’ banner, a rejected
commission which caused a scandal because of stylisation of the goddess, became a source of influence for
Minerva’s Franz von Stuck and Gustav Klimt one.

Frixos Aristeas: An occult vision
Frixos Aristeas (1879-1951), a forgotten artist today, was the first who introduced Symbolism to the Greek
artistic scenexvii. The nature of his subjects, completely strange to his compatriots’ ideology and his peculiar
character prevented him from getting recognition. Born in Athens in 1879, after the end of his studies in the
Polytechnic School (in the section of Fine Arts), he left for Munich where he entered Gyzis’ studio. Being
initiated to the cultural life of the Bavarian city, Aristeas, interested in occultism and spiritualism, after his
permanent return to Greece, chose to demonstrate a ‘wild’ and occult aspect of symbolism.
In his works, we detect for a first time the representation of the lyre, an indice that Aristeas was aware of
Wagner’s theories about Christian religion and cult of Apollon, of the myth of Orpheus, a common motif among
the symbolists and of popular spiritual theories of his time, praised by Edouard Schuré and in particular
indicated in his work Apollon-Christ. His portraits Lucifer and Ecce il mundo declare the influence of Franz von
Stuck’s painting Lucifer, while in his extremely violent Cain and Abel , the presence of the eye reminds the
etchings of Odilon Redon where the eye becomes a constant motif. Even for Christ’s figure, Aristeas does not
follow a conservative stylistic path or even based on the byzantine heritage. Instead, in his paintings Ellie Ellie
and The Great Teacher he makes direct references to Edouard Schuré’s essay The Great Initiates, to Henry de
Groux’s masterpiece Christ aux outrages (1889) and to Jean Delville’s Les trésors de Satan (1895)

Dimitrios Mpiskinis: An exceptional painter
Dimitris Mpiskinis (1891-1947) is mentioned among the most significant Greek Symbolistsxviii. Qualified by
his contemporaries as a phenomenon in painting, Mpiskinis, with his ethos and values, produced paintings
which reflected his own anxieties and state of mind.
Having pursuit his studies in Athens and then in Parisxix, Mpiskinis had the opportunity to examine the French
symbolist painting but also the correspondent echoes from other foyers of the movement as appeared in the
Parisian avant-garde circles. In his mythological paintings depicting putti and satyrs, we can clearly identify the
impact of Böcklin’s and Von Stuck’s identical figures who also inspired him for his sensual and vivid Salome, a
rare subject to the Greek symbolist thematic, but distinctive one in European symbolist painting.
Following the statement that Symbolism is not merely a movement, but it should be considered more as a state
of soul, Mpiskinis, through his work, expressed his existential anguishes about the endless fall and fight and
finally the anxieties about salvation after death. His series of four paintings Adam and Eve becomes the vehicle
in order to express the threshold of grief and human fight and finally the death, as the result of this disobedience.
Mpiskinis is also the one who was under the influence of Pre-Raphaelites in the Annunciation (1930, Athens,
Private Collection), a work which reminds us of Rossetti’s painting, The childhood of Mary Virgin (1849,

London, The Tate Britain Gallery), concerning the juxtaposition of the scene and its emblems. Christ, borrowing
in a way, characteristics of William Holman Hunt’s Christ figure - a proliferated image - and presented like an
angel messenger was also inspired by Maurice Denis’ work.

Konstantinos Maleas and Spyros Papaloukas: under the influence of
the French Symbolism
Konstantinos Maleas
The sojourn of Konstantinos Maleas (1879-1928) in Paris (1901-1907) and his friendship with Henri Martin, a
symbolist painter and Puvis de Chavannes’pupilxx, affected his own artistic career. From the beginning of his
career, we can detect the influence of French Puvis de Chavannes and Henri Martin as seen in his painting
Orpheus and The dance of the stars, both executed among 1917-1920xxi. The goal of the artist was not only to
pay a tribute to his tutors, but also to create a reverie which corresponds to an idealistic world.
Maleas also executed works (Into the nature, The lovers in Lavrio) where the sensual element is the main
character of the scene, inspired by Gauguin’s eroticism of his Tahitian paintings. Although the artist gained
reputation for his landscapes which praise the beauty of the homeland’s nature, he managed to combine in them
the Hellenic element and the style of Paul Sérusier, Gauguin and Giovanni Segantini.

Spyros Papaloukas
Following the same path, Spyros Papaloukas (1892-1957) formed his artistic education in the Academy of
Fine Arts in Athens and then in Paris and especially in Julian Academy and in Grand Chaumière. In his
landscapes, which dominate his production, Papaloukas combined the byzantine iconographic tradition and the
aspiration of Nabis, Maurice Denis, Edouard Villiard and Pierre Bonnardxxii.
Papaloukas is considered as one of the artists who developed the birth of the Greek contemporary art and who
contributed to the reconsideration and renaissance of the byzantine art. For this revaluation, the painter has
declared that if an artist is unable to understand his routes and his part, he cannot create the Greek future in arts.

Constantinos Parthénis: a national approach on Symbolism
As already mentioned, the Greek Symbolism obtained an ideological mission, the one of the Hellenic identity
expression. It took the responsibility to illustrate the the sentimental conditions and the ambitions of a whole
nation during crucial historic periods. It was Constantinos Parthénisxxiii, who through his work expressed
political events and Greek people’s mentality. Also, the development of his career and his political attitude
reveal that the painter had completely identified himself to the national painter.Through his life and his attitude,
it became clear that Parthénis did not only embrace the message of Symbolism, but principally he lived with the
principles of this idealistic and mystical world. The painter, with a cosmopolitan education and mentality,
sojourned in Vienna during 1897-1903 and then in Paris (1909-1911), before he returned permanently in Greece
in 1911.
In his first paintings, such as Christ-Humanity, Sursum Corda, Iphigenia and in various landscapes, Parthénis is
inspired by Secession and by the dominated atmosphere in Gustav Klimt’s works. Later, in his significant work,
Annunciation (a series of six painting all executed i n 1907-1911) that established him in the Greek artistic
scene, he also assimilated his Parisian experience. The conception of his style testifies not only the influence of
the Viennese experience, in particular of Klimt’s painting (Music I, 1895, Munich, Neue Pinakothek; Beethoven
Freeze: The Poetry, 1902, Vienna, Secession) but also the influence of his stay in Paris while the curved lines,
and the scene’s juxtaposition are inspired by the art of Nabis and by Maurice Denis’ works, Catholic Mystery.
His palette with the pale colours, which create a spiritual and serene atmosphere, refers us to Alphonse Osbert’s
one. Moreover, the angel’s presence as God’s emissary and Orpheus’ incarnation as well, indicated
simultaneously Edouard Schuré’s theories, manifested in his book, The Great Initiates, where Orpheus, Hermes,
Pythagora, Plato, Muse and Christ were the incarnations of the unique and supreme spirit. Nevertheless, the
double figuration of the angel-Orpheus doesn’t simply constitute an announcement out of Schuré’s beliefs, but
through him, the notion of the continuation of Greece was expressed at the same time in the course of time, from
the ancient to the contemporary years, suggesting that the angel-Orpheus, image pointing out Parthénis

ethnocentrism, should become the advocate of the new social and political conditions and it was him who arouse
the Hellenism, as well. The same correspondences and conception are also apparent in his Orpheus.
The following years, his myths were centred on national history and exaltation following the example of
European painter like the Polish, Jacek Malczewski and the Finnish Hugo Simberg. The angel becomes a
Hellenic symbol of freedom, the Christ’s passion traces the national history as well as the hero of Greek
Revolution, Athanasios Diakos. But, what is the most significant in Parthénis’work is his ability to transform
fertilely the symbolism influence to his own heritage managing then to give a new impulse to the Greek art.

Conclusions
In conclusion, it’s noted that the Greek painters didn’t remain indifferent to the invitations of Symbolism,
considered as a “big avalanche” and they were conversant with their homologous work. However, they always
had in mind, given the particularity of the history of their homeland art, to attribute a Hellenic and contemporary
identity to their symbolist paintings
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